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Presentation slides 

Resident meeting –
8 December 2020
11 and 17 Robsart Street,
1 and 7 Thornton Street

 

Agenda
• Introductions and welcome (Raj Gandecha)

• Contractor discussions update(Ed Badke)

• Funding update (Ed Badke)

• Fire alarm update (Sam Drinkwater)

• Q&A

 

Contractor discussion update

• Insulated render system

• Brickwork

• Aluminium cladding

• Kingspan insulation

 

Funding update

• NHBC warranty

• Building Safety Fund

 

Fire Alarm update

• Installation
– Communal
– Inside resident homes

• Waking watch

 

Q&A
• Any further questions, 

Please contact SW9:
0207 326 3700 or Leasehold.Enquiries@Sw9.org.uk.

• Check the website for further info:
Network Homes website – Building, fire safety and 
cladding

• Communications/FRAs etc available to view here:
Network Homes website – My Building, FRAs, documents 
and newsletters

• Next meeting – in the new year when funding/contractor 
agreement is reached.

 

  



During the slideshow, we went through the updates on materials in the previous letter which you 
can read here:  https://www.networkhomes.org.uk/media/10818/20201204-robsart-2-progress-
update-sent.pdf.  

Waking watch and fire alarm 
New government announcement on waking watch costs 
Since we held the meeting, the government has made a further announcement on the cost of 
waking watches. They have made £30m available to support the cost of fire alarm installations, to 
help to have a waking watch on-site for as little time as possible.  

You can read the announcement made on 17 December here: 
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/new-30-million-waking-watch-relief-fund-announced.  

No specific criteria for applications have been released so we don’t yet know if this will be available 
for your buildings. Of course, when the guidance is released next year, we will look and see if this is 
something we can make use of.  

Are you looking to pursue the interim costs from the contractor? 
We will be pursuing the contractor for interim costs and will let you know if an agreement is 
reached. As with the new announcement above, we will also wait and see if we are eligible for help. 
We don’t know if they will any or all of the costs but we are working hard on your behalf to try and 
get an agreement in place.  

In reference to your comments about a fire alarm, does that mean we don’t have a fire alarm 
system at all, in the building currently, just smoke detectors in individual flats? 
When the building was designed it had a stay put policy, so there was no need to have a fire alarm 
system which connected the entire block installed. This is standard practice for this type of building 
design. Now that the fire evacuation strategy has changed to simultaneous evacuation, a connected 
fire alarm system is needed, and that is what we are installing. You have always had individual 
smoke detectors in your homes.  

We’re looking to install this alarm system in January and you can find more info here: 
https://www.networkhomes.org.uk/media/10745/20201116-robsart-2-alarm-install-sent.pdf. 
Once the alarm system is installed, we will be able to reduce the waking watch and have one person 
on-site monitoring the system and helping with evacuation.  

Kingspan insulation 
If the Kingspan is deemed safe, can you confirm we will start works in March? Does a full 
replacement of all Kingspan insultation, as opposed to just remediation of the render system, 
increase the timeline materially beyond the estimate? 
We’re still aiming to start work in March, but we do need to wait for our fire engineer to confirm 
what the situation is. The March date does depend on how long it takes to find out if Kingspan is still 
suitable. If we do have to replace the insulation, we will need to design a new solution for the 
building, and so it is likely the March start date would be pushed back. Replacing the insulation 
would likely increase the project length if we do have to go down that path. 

If the insulation needs replacing, how intrusive will it be for occupants? 
Work should still be on the external wall so you shouldn’t experience any increased disruption.  

If the Kingspan insulation is deemed non-complaint, does that increase the chances of being granted 
government funding? 

https://www.networkhomes.org.uk/media/10818/20201204-robsart-2-progress-update-sent.pdf
https://www.networkhomes.org.uk/media/10818/20201204-robsart-2-progress-update-sent.pdf
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/new-30-million-waking-watch-relief-fund-announced
https://www.networkhomes.org.uk/media/10745/20201116-robsart-2-alarm-install-sent.pdf


If you get a Kingspan verdict before the next meeting, will you write to us to let us know? 
We will let you know if there are any major updates on the Kingspan situation.  

Costs and NHBC warranty 
How many apartments does the £2.7million figure represent and if funding was not secured how 
would you envisage the split of costs? 
This is the project cost for the leasehold part of the project – this would be split between 
leaseholders and shared owners. This is a last resort and we still are positive about reaching an 
outcome with the contractor, fund or NHBC.  

Is there any relevance that the NHBC guarantee was raised last August but has expired this year? 
This was to do with the building regulations, not to do with defects. The warranty is still in period.  

About NHBC warranty what is going to happen, if you do not succeed by pursuing contractor? 
We feel confident about the validity of our claim with NHBC, but they will only step in if the 
contractor does not engage with us. They are an option that would only arise if the attempts with 
the contractor and Building Safety Fund are not successful.  

With those who had to complete the State Aid declaration, does this have any direct financial 
impact on those it was applicable to? 
Full guidance on the state aid declaration can be found here: 
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/
file/905513/State_Aid_Guidance_for_Leaseholders_.pdf. 

You may be financially impacted if you reach the State Aid limit, so you should make sure you 
familiarise yourself with the above document. The MHCLG also recommend you get in touch with 
the Leasehold Advisory Service if you have a query: https://www.lease-advice.org/.  

Construction project 
How are you working with the council to prevent disruption on the roads with scaffolding/ 
workmen lorries etc? 
Once a start date is agreed we will work with the Council and our contractors to reduce disruption as 
much as possible. When we know what the specific arrangements will be with scaffolding, we will let 
you know.  

Who will oversee the work this time to make sure it’s carried out properly this time? 
We’re working with renowned fire engineers on this project who have a lot of experience in this kind 
of work. Our team in Network is also experienced in this kind of work and will be on hand to ensure 
the project is running properly.  

During this building safety work is there any plans for arrangement if there's any damage, 
electricity cut off or become inhabitable? 
We don’t expect there to be any issues with switching the electricity on and off, and we shouldn’t 
need to access your flat as all the work is external. Once the project is complete, we’ll put things 
back to the way they were. 

The window on the fourth in the stairwell doesn’t open enough to climb out. Can this be amended 
as you could use this to climb out onto the side building? 
If there is an emergency and you need to evacuate, you should follow the evacuation strategy and 
go down the stairs to exit the building.  

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/905513/State_Aid_Guidance_for_Leaseholders_.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/905513/State_Aid_Guidance_for_Leaseholders_.pdf
https://www.lease-advice.org/


Problems with accessing Teams webinar 
We were told during the webinar that at least one person was struggling to access the webinar as 
they were being given an error message. This resolved shortly afterwards, but we’d like to apologise 
to anyone who had trouble joining the meeting. 

We’ve done a few of these meetings and have not experienced this before. We’ve spoken to our IT 
team who has investigated and found that there was no issue with Network Homes’ system at the 
time. We therefore think it was a short problem with Microsoft Teams which resolved after a few 
minutes.  
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